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ABSTRACT

A review of the results from ALEPH, DELPHI, L3, and OPAL on searches for new particles is
given. No evidence for a positive signal is seen, bat significant and constraining limit* are placed.
In particular, the Standard Higgs boson must be heavier than 57 GeV mad Higgs bosons from the
minimal supersymmetric theories are strongly constrained, with the lightest CP-even state heavier
than 43 GeV and the CP-odd state heavier than 20 GeV. Precision electroweak measurements of the
Z parameters are on the verge of producing Higgs-sensitive results. No indication of compoMtenew
is found for fermions and for the Z* boson, and the transition Z —• 3y Its* to be smaller than 10"*
of the total Z rate. Lepton flavour conservation still holds in Z decay* at a level of a few 10"*.

(2)

Direct searches have excluded the low-mass re-
gion, even including the possibility of top decay
into a charged Higgs bosonW. The best limit for
a standard topi8'

1. The framework for particle searches tion of pp collider and neutrino data yields'1).

The search for new particles at LEP is a rather
orderly venture. First the Standard Model has
I)OCIi accurately verified in a large set of precise
measurements'1) and should be considered as a
valid framework for future investigation. But,
successful as it is, the Standard Model particle
list is still experimentally incomplete. Direct ev-
idence for v7 through its interaction in matter
is lacking and the t quark has not yet been ob-
served. Furthermore, the number of families of
quarks and leptons is unspecified and the search
For additional families is relevant.

In this respect, the measurement of the num-
ber of light neutrino types at LEP has a fun-
damental importance. The fact that Nv is now
closely consistent with three,

m«> 89 GeV (95 % CL) (3)

Nv = 2.99 ± .05 (1)

validates the existence of the r neutrino and lea-
ves no room for further families beyond the three
observed ones, provided their neutrinos are lighter
than -15 GeV (see section 3). The f\ct that no
oilier quark, particularly a b' quark, and no other
charged lcpton L are found up to a mass of 45
(JeV is further evidence against additional fami-
liosl-'l.

The indirect determination of the t quark mass
through electroweak loop corrections in the Stan-
dard Model and precise measurements of Z prop-
erties is a major success of the current phenome-
nology'1 >3'. Current LEP results with the addi-

needs to be improved and new results from FNAL
are eagerly awaited. For the first time, internal
consistency of all the measurements within a the-
ory is able to predict the mass of particle. This
a major achievement and the discovery of the t
quark within the specified range would constitute
a fantastic feat.

While the fermion sector seems to be approach-
ing a rather simple pattern — 3 families of lep-
tons and quarks — the situation concerning the
scalar sector is quite unsatisfactory. The Higgs
mechanism is only indirectly checked by the pat-
tern of vector boson masses. It is therefore a ma-
jor task ahead to investigate direct consequences
of the symmetry breaking scheme, through the
search for Higgs bosons. Hence, this prospect
will occupy a large part of this report.

Searches for new fermions and for the Higgs
boson within the framework of the Standard
Model are fundamental and important. However,
we know that, in its present form, the Standard
Model cannot qualify as the definitive theory be-
cause of a large number of unspecified param-
eters and of specific properties put *by hand'.



!Extensions (such as supcrsyiiimetry) or radically
now descriptions (such as compositeness) have
I)OiMi proposed. These approaches carry with
HHMM now particles and now phenomena and they
provide a powerful impetus For particle searches.
Looking for particles of a now type, thereby im-
mediately related to physics beyond the Stan-
dard Model, will he the subject of the second
half of this report.

2. Data samples and analysis tools

LKP ami the four installed large experiments
-ALHIMI, OKLI1III, U and OPAL- are beauti-
fully suited to particle searches. Large rates are
imported on the Z resonance. The available en-
ergy is large : data are taken in the scan mode in
a range 91.2 ± W (ïeV. Z" decays give very clean
<>vonts which can he fully reconstructed and iden-
tified.

Typically, each experiment has collected an in-
tegrated luminosity of I pb"1 in 1989, 7 pb"1 in
!!)!>() and so far (till the end of June) 3.5 p b - 1 in
IDi)I. The accumulated statistics of Z" decays
into liadroiis is given in Table 1.

solid angle and hermeticity, good energy res-
olutions are the necessary requirements for
the measurement of energy and momentum
imbalance. Efficient particle identification
can be crucial to pin down special final states.

• finally, the study of QED non-resonant chan-
nels provides a way to probe possible new
phenomena with a large sensitivity.

3. Limits from the Z° partial widths

Accurate fits of the Z" line shape have been
performed both in the hadronic final state and
for the lepton p a W . They yield in particular
the total Z width Yz, the hadronic width Th,
the lcptonic width F/ and the 'invisible' width
r,-no. Excellent agreement is observed with the
Standard Model. However, some room could still
be left for new particle production.

Figure 1 shows the method used to obtain a
95 % CL limit for a given final state X. The limit
is derived as an excess over the lowest Standard
Model value, calculated with the smallest t mass
(89 GeV), the highest Higgs mass (1 TeV), and

IU X /V/_| , ; j , j | .o n s analyzed

A L EP Il

11.6

290

DELPHI

9.1

210

LZ

9.0

220

OPAL

11.9

270

l'allé I : The statistics of the LEP cxperimentsf or particle searches tip to July 1991.

!Experimentally, throe approaches are relevant
for I he part if Io searches :

• precise measurements of the Z resonance pa-
rameters can be confronted to precise Stan-
dard Model calculations in order to achieve
limits on new particle production

• direct parches aro carried out in specific fi-
nal states. Here the detailed properties of
!•lie directors play an ossontial role. L'iïge

the smallest value of a, (0.110). Using these
numbers the lowest value for Tz is 2471 MeV,
as compared to the actual measurements given
in figure 2.

As far as the final state is concerned, it is im-
portant to realize that 'invisible' does not strictly
moan 'neutrino-like', but rather any final state
which was not selected as a lepton pair or as
hadrons.

Figure .'{gives the limit obtained by ALEPHl6I
for new particle production (X) depending on



l.lic branching ratios of A' to leptons and hadrons.
For purely liadronic states, at most 1.9 % of Z
decays could yield new particles. The limit goes
down to 0.12 % for leptonic states and 0.9 % for
invisible states.

These limits can be used to bound the masses
of specific particles : Table 2 gives one example^.

measurement

the Z mass, unless a dynamic suppression occurs
such as in the case of scalar particles.

excluded range, 5% of non-excluded
rangeV

SM calculation

V inure J : Schematic way to set a 95 % CL limit
on the production of a new state X in the final
stale j

lowest SM value

—° ' ALEPH

— ' DELPHI

OPAL

LEP average
( 10 MeV common uncertainty)

2450 25(K) 2550
T7 (McV)

Figure 2 : Compilation of the values of Tz used
Io obtain a limit on new particle production. Con-
servatively, the lowest Standard Model prediction
is used.

In must, cases, the excluded mass range ex-
tends closely to the kinematical limit, i.e. half

5̂ 0.8

Leptonic branching ratio

Figure 3 : 95 % CL limits on partial widths of
Z decay into a new leptonic or hadronic final
stated

Particle type

top quark
b' quark

''Dir.c

^Msjoran»

u - type squark (L + R)
d - type squark (L + R)
squarks (L + R)(5 flavours)
sleptons (L + R)
sneutrino
LSP sneutrino (fromrjnv)
chargino
M*

Lower
bound
(GeV)

43
45
33
44
45
38
40

39
40
44
22
32
36
44
45
45
33

Table S : 95 % CL lower hounds on new particle
masses as obtained by DELPHf^ from the mea-
surement of Z partial width as compared to the
Standard Model



Figure 4 illustrates this method in the search
for now Dirac or M ajorana stable neutrinos. Their
energy dépendance is expected to be

ffvg(Dirac)

p{M ajorana) = (5)

J
for universally coupled neutrinos. Using the LEP
average for r i m ) , mass limits of 45 and 41 GeV
are found for Dirac and Majorana types, respec-
tively.

However, the Iliggs mass n»// remains unspec-
ified. Theoretical bounds based on the stabil-
ity of the Iliggs potential (triviality) have been
derived'8', with an interesting connection to the
t quark mW9 '1 0 ' . Renormalization group equa-
tions provide a bound on the Higgs mass depend-
ing on a physical cut-off A in the theory : the
higher A, the lower the bound i.e. m// <170
GeV for A ~ 1016 GeV. Figure 5 gives the al-
lowed domain for the Higgs mass depending on
the mass of the t quark, for different values of A.

95% CL limit from
LEP average

40 50
m v (GeV)

Figure 4 : Partial width for Z decay into a pair
of masshe neutrinos of the Dirac or Majorana
type, using the LEP average on N11 (expressed rel-
atively to the partial width for a light neutrino
pair)

4. The Standard Higgs boson

J1.1. Motivation

In the Minimal Standard Model, spontaneous
symmetry breaking is required to generate masses
for the weak vector bosons and the fermions.
This is achieved through the Higgs mechanism
thanks to a wcak-isospin doublet of complex scalar
fields. Three field components are absorbed into
the longitudinal IV* and Z" fields, leaving one
physical scalar field associated with the neutral
lliggs boso» II gM-

All the couplings are fixed by gauge invariance
(such as the ZZH coupling) or by the Yukawa
interactions for the couplings Hf/ which are pro-
portional to m j .

(GeV)

400
In1(GeV)

Figure 5 : Allowed domain in the (mt, mjt) plane
from stability of the Higgs potential up to a cut-
off A (values in GeV). The calculation uses the
rcnormalization group equations with coefficients
calculated at the S-loop ordeAlfi>

^.2. Pre-LEP searches

Many searches for the Higgs boson have been
reported in the littérature1'^. Nuclear transi-
tions explore the range of a few MeVs, while *
and K decays are sensitive up to a few 100 MeV.
Significant limits have been obtained in T and
B decays up to a mass of about 5 GeV. These
investigations have shown that a Higgs below a
mass of 5 GeV is unlikely. However, no limit
is strict in the sense that many uncertainties af-
fect the calculations of the relevant rates. This is
because the considered processes involve hadrons



and the fundamental couplings have to be imbed-
ded within hadron physics. QCD corrections are
usually unsafe at these scales.

Only one experiment!12! has produced an un-
ambiguous, yet modest limit. Using the bremss-
trnhlung process in a beam-dump arrangement

eN -> eN H"

L (6)

the following range was excluded at 90 % CL

1.2 < m« < 52 MeV (7)

from bounding the He+e~ coupling.

4-S. IIiggs phenomenology at LEP

Higgs production on the Z resonance can pro-
ceed through the two processes (Fig. 6)

Z" — Z' H"

Uff
e- - Z" —

(8)

(9)

(a)

(b)

f,W loop x H°

Figure 6 : The two basic processes for Higgs pro-
duction at LEP 1

Process (8) follows trivially from the Standard
Model gauge coupling ZZH and was first pro-
posed by Bjorken as a possible decay of the Z

resonance. In this case the / / system comes
from a highly virtual Z*. The other reaction
(9) is theoretically even more interesting as it
involves several couplings which are still unmea-
sured but yet totally specified by the theory :
Ztlt Htt, ZWW, HWW and WWy. Therefore it
would constitute a good testing ground for gauge
and Yukawa couplings. Unfortunately, the rate
is expected to be rather small, as shown in figure
7, and it is clear that a practical Higgs search at
LEP has to rely for the moment on the Bjorken
process only.

Figure 7 : Expected branching fractions for Z de-
cay into the Standard Model Higgs boson

The phenomenology for Higgs decay is well un-
derstood as it is controlled by the Yukawa cou-
plings, favouring the decays into the heaviest pos-
sible fermions (Fig. 8). Decays into 77 and gg
can occur too through fermion and weak boson
loops. As a result of the Yukawa couplings, the
Higgs width increases very rapidly with mass :
below the muon-pair threshold the Higgs is long-
lived, while above the decay occurs too fast to
be measured directly. Figure 9 gives the average
decay length for the Bjorken process where the
Higgs mean momentum increases from 8 GeV at
zero mass to 23 GeV at 35 GeV mass and then
decreases again to zero at the kinematic limit
(Mz). The 2/i threshold defines a sharp bound-
ary between long-lived and short-lived Higgs
bosons.



,rrt.J-'l I I •
10-2 1 0 ° W

M« (GeV)

10'

photon efficiency is required to veto the back-
ground from £+l~j(y) processes.

At larger masses, a clear signature is given by
the observation of //" —» e+e~ inside the detec-
tors as a detached vertex. In practice, the detec-
tion of 2 close-by tracks is enough a requirement
to search for such events.

•Z* H°

L,, L, m)
Results using both approaches (acoplanar Iep-

ton pairs and short-lived decays) have been
published!14'15'16'17-18!. They rule out the possi-
bility of a light standard Higgs boson (Fig. 10).

Figure S : Expected partial widths for Higgs decay
in the Standard P^

ALEPH

(m)

IU

IO4

IO2

10°

IO2

IO4

IO6

IO"

Iff10

y2m e Z—Z*H

• \ \ 2 m

" ^ ^ } ^

U
VxJ 2niQ, 2nit

• . . V .
103 102 10"' 10° 10' 102

mH (GeV)

Figure 9 : Mean decay length of Higgs bosons
produced through the Djorken process.

/,./,. The. low-mass domain (nin < Im11)

For very small masses, the long lifetime ren-
dors the IIiggs 'invisible' and it must be searched
through the observation of missing energy and
momentum. This is possible in the processes

Z^f+T(H0) (10)

where the lcplon is an electron or a inuoti so that
the kinematics can be reconstructed. A good

100

Long-lived Z—•

- Short-lived Z-*- vv H°

Total

X \
95% excluded

\

50 100 150 200

Figure 10 : Expected event yield for Higgs bosons
in ALEPlI in the analysis of acoplanar Uptons
using S methods matched to the Higgs A1^

4-5. The intermediate-mass domain (2Tn1

< 15 GeV)

In this range, the Higgs lifetime is too small
and !inobservable. The main decay channels are
11° —> fi+n~, and H" -* qq, gg giving 2 hadrons
for TO// < 2 GeV and a narrow monojet above.
The most convenient channel is

L1' pair or monojet (12)

The precise final state depends on low energy
liadron dynamics. However, the rates are large
and uncertainties are well under control. Results
have been publishedl"'18-19-20-21!.



At this conference, a new analysis was pre-
sented by the OPAFi collaboration in the 2
channels^22!

Z

(13)

<-*' electromagnetic'

(g+e~,7's)

L non 'electromagnetic' (14)

thereby covering all the possibilities for Higgs de-
cays. The result is shown in figure 11, confirming
previous exclusions by the other experiments.

OPAl.
1

J
X
i.0.8
r
tro.6

'N0.4

T
C0.2

-

-

; .

0 ' —~~~ " *
10"*

r m i • — "

Excluded

I

, , ,,i _ , _ ,

10"'

-t-n-rr, 1 r—r

at 95% CL

"1-

,
i

H0USM M a s s

/ '•

/

I
I

/
•

-

-

i

10

(GeV/c2)

Figure Il : Upper bound for the branching ratio
of Z into an intermediate-mass Higgs P^

4.6. Larger masses (ma s£ 15 GeV)

The larger mass range is eventually limited by
rate, so it is important to achieve the largest sen-
sitivity. Several channels should be combined
and acceptance must be maximized. Table 3
gives the different possibilities with their rela-
tive rates and their characteristic signatures, tak-
ing into account in particular the large Z frac-
tion into all vv types (20 %), the relatively large
branching ratio for J/0 -* T+T~ (6 %), and the
large r -* 1 -prong fraction (85.5 %). It is clear
from Table 3 that the most powerful channel is

Z-* Z"

L» VV

H0

VV (15)

The background is expected to be from hadronic
Z decays

7> - qq(9) (16)

and therefore the analysis will have to rely on a
good mass reconstruction and on an efficient jet
reconstruction to take advantage of the missing
energy and momentum carried away by the vv
pair (Fig. 12).

L3 has excellent hadron calorimctry based on
uranium absorbers and streamer tubes. Their
mass resolution is 15 % for a 50 GeV Higgs, and
the expected signal is shown in figure 13.

A different approach is taken by ALEPH. En-
ergy flow is reconstructed from charged particles
and /\ | ,A° (reconstructed in the TPC), from
photons (observed in the electromagnetic calori-
meter) and from neutral hadrons (measured in

II decay
had rons
hadrons

liadrons

liadrous
r+7-
T+T-
T+T'

'Z* decay'
hadrons

VV

e+c~ ,/I+Ii-

T+T-
linclrons

VV

I+I-

relative rate(%)
65.8
18.8

6.4

7.4

1.2
0.6

signature
impossible

monojet mn ^, PH
pair of niH £pn
acoplanar jets
pair of energetic leptons

in hadronic event
pair of isolated charged

particles in hadronic event
acoplanar pair

4 — particle final state

Table 3 : Strategies for Iliggs search at. larger rnasscs( ^ 15 GeV)



Figure 18 : The distinctive feature of Higgs pro-
duction in the channel Z -* vvll" (W -* had-
rows) is missing momentum ;T,,,,-,,., in a 2 or 3-jet
environment

L3

iS 600

S 500
Ul

400

30»

200

100

O

• DATA

QQQMC

D 50 GEV HIGGS MC
(expect ~ 2 events)

5« 60
TOTAL ENERGY

70
GeV

Higgs — a feature which has been experimen-
tally checked using the rather similar radiative
process Z ^

io4F

8.

g 10-

1Or

10

1

r . Data
cri Monte Carlo

/ '

"fi—»hadronsy» >••,r i m
ï r w i : - • • • . ' • • • •

:

II l l ' ' ; " ' * : "
• 1 B r •'•
'•• I r | - : ' v ' ;-- ' •• -•

-¥ -^ n
j I , . . . I . . . . 1 . . . . I . . 1

Figure 13 : Total energy in hadronic Z events
observed in the LS calorimeter^'2'^. Only the low
energy tail is shoivn

the calorimeters). This procedure is possible be-
cause of the high 'granularity' of the different
subdetectors which allows a proper association
between tracks in the TPC and showers in the
calorimeters. Hadronic Z decays are reconstructed
with a mass resolution of 8 GeV (Fig. 14). A
mass resolution of 11 % is expected for a 50 GeV

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140
Visible energy (GeV)

Figure 1\ : Distribution of the visible energy in
hadronic Z events as obtained with an energy flow
analysis by ALEPlfi16!. The Monte Carlo only
includes Z decays

Missing momentum could occur in hadronic
Z decays from incomplete containment of the
event, from jet mismeasurement or a missing neu-
trino, from initial state radiation. Schematically,
the following steps are taken by the different anal-
yses :

• events should be 'contained' in the detec-
tor (the jet axis should not point along the
beams)

• Pmiss should not be along a jet axis to avoid
mismeasurement or neutrino escape (acolli-
ne;irity)

• Pmiis should not be along the beams (radi-
ation)

• if 3 jets are produced, they should not be
coplanar and fmiu should not be along the
third jet

• finally, some cuts are necessary to remove
77 processes (visible energy, jet transverse
momentum).



Many searches haw already been publi-
s|,(.,j[is.i''.-'n,2i] j | ( . , . o w c r(>pOrt, o n the update
using a total statistics of Hf'Z liadronic events.
It is remarkable that no candidate is found in
all t experiments, indicating a rejection against
hadrons of K)"'' or loss. It is no less remarkable
that (lie efficiency of the whole search procedure
can be maintained in the 50-70 % range, as shown
in figure IT).

.0,

Z-H° Z*
I -hadrons L-vv

30 40 50 60
mH (GeV)

fa g a re 1.5 : The overall efficiency of the LEP ex-
periments for the process Z —» vvHa

(11° —» hadrons) including detection, reconstruc-
tion and séparation from background (rejection
< K)-1V-

Large efficiencies and good background rejec-
tion are also obtained in the more constrained
channels

II"
h a (Iron.s (17)

giving a pair of isolated energetic leptons. Effi-
ciencies are given in figure Ki for ALEPII.

No signal is observed by any of the experiments
and mass limits arc given in Table 4 using all
possible channels.

In fact one candidate event was seen by DEL-
PHI in tlie.(r + f~ -f hadrons) channel. The ob-
served mass was (Xr> ± 5) CIcV, hut. the presence
of additional umncasurcd tracks in the forward

region makes the Higgs hypothesis unlikely. Fur-
thermore, a 40 GeV Higgs would be produced at
the level of 33 events in all four experiments.

ALEPH

40 50 60
mH (GcV)

Figure Hi: The overall efficiency ofALEPH for
differe.nl final stales in the process Z-^ IP Z*lSi

as a function of the Higgs mass

It is possible to combine the results of the LEP
experiments since no candidate is seen at large
mass. Given the individual efficiencies from the
experiments, the expected rate is shown in figure
17. From this, it is possible to conclude that
the Standard Higgs boson must be heavier than
57 GeV :

ma > 57 GcV (95% CL) (18)

4-7. Prospects for the Standard Higgs search at
LEP

Till the end of 1993, the LEP Z0 statistics
is expected to increase by an order of magni-
tude. Thus, the rate will be sufficient to ex-
tend the Higgs search range to 65 — 70 GeV.
At. this level, corresponding to a branching ratio
less than 10~r> (Fig- 7). backgrounds are likely to
show up. For example, the (vv + hadrons) chan-
nel should receive a contribution from Z —* bb
with two semi-Ieptonic decays giving energetic,
neutrinos. Also, the [C+C~ + hadrons) channel
will be contaminated by second-order processes
like Z —* C+f.~qij. These backgrounds will have
to be studied in more detail, but most probably
they are largely irreducible.



experiment

ALEPHW
DELPH /I23'

OPA Ll22I

1(T:'

287
210
220
270

efficiency
uuH"'(%)

mH = 50 GeV
68
53
61
45

efficiency
e+e-tf°(%)

mH = 50 GeV
71.5
48.5
62.5
49

95% CL
ma limit

(GeV)
51
42

47.6
47.3

Table 4 : Lower mass limits (95% CL) on the Standard Higgs boson.

20
LEP

15

I
Z
•a

I

1 0 -

5 -

y

\ \DELPHI

VoPADy

CA
-ALEPHN. ^

.95% CL ^

i i i i I ,

SM Higgs Search

57 GeV

i i i I i I r i

45 50
mHGeV

55 60

Figure 17 : The combined expected Higgs yield
from the four LEP erpcnments as a Junction of
the lliggs mass. The 95 % Cl louer limit is
found at a mass of 57 GeV

The Higgs mass limit achievable at LEPl is
then likely to be between 60 and (55 O V . Going
up further will require LEP2 when* the on-shell
process

e+c- -Z0H" (19)

can be used. A mass range up to 80-100 GeV
will be OfM1IiQ(I up in 1!)!V1 when LEP operates
close to 200 GeV.

5. Non-minimal Higgs bosons

5.1 Motivations and general approach

Since the experimental constraints on the
Higgs sector of the Standard Model are rather
weak, it is important to explore as well other sce-
narios different from the minimal case. Among
the many possibilities, the most natural exten-
sion is a theory with two Higgs doublets. First,
such Higgs sectors are known to satisfy the tree
level relation :

Po = 'w = 1 (20)

Then, flavour changing neutral currents can be
avoided by separating the Yukawa interactions
of up and down fermions which get their masses
from the two doublets. Finally, an exciting ex-
tension of the Standard Model — Supersymme-
try (SUSY) — does require two Higgs doublets
in its minimal version.

It is therefore worthwhile to explore the ex-
perimental possibilities in the framework of a 2-
Higgs-doublet sector. Significant constraints can
be derived from LEP results in the most gen-
eral case. The Minimal Supersymmetric Stan-
dard Model (MSSM) is also a valid framework
to investigate, leading to more restrictions.

Up to a few months ago, most investigations
in the MSSM relied on tree—level mass relations.
Recently, it has been realized that owing to the
large t quark mass, significant loop corrections'25'
affect, the mass relations. Experimental analyses
presented at this conference have tried to incor-
porate these effects and the searches for SUSY
Higgs bosons have been revisited.

K)



">.2 Phenomenology of 2-donblet models

After the weak bosons acquire their masses,
Ti (i.e., 8 - .1) physical states remain in the scalar
sector :

scalar f 2 n e u l r a l particles CP = +1
< 1 neulral particle CP = — 1

sector I j c|,.irKC(| p a i r

• 2 neutral particles CP = +1 h,H
-1 A

charged pair

The scalar sector is described by 6 parame-
ters : 4 masses (TH/,, in//, »14, m//±), the mix-
ing angle a in the CP = +1 sector and the ratio
of the vacuum expectation values of the 2 Higgs
doublets :

lavft - ^ (21)

Hy convention, t'2 gives masses to up quarks
and therefore one expects tanfi to be larger than
1 in order to generate the large / mass.

The gauge couplings are significantly constrai-
ned. For instance :

ZZA = WWA = ZIiII - 0 (CP)
Zhh = ZAA = 0 (Bosc symmetry)
ZZh = ZZIhM shi(ft-n) (22)
ZhA oc cos(0 - n)

so that the following important relations hold :

V(Z - Z-Ii) = Y(Z -+ Z' -u) (23)

Y(Z - ItA) = Y W9 cos-((3 - a) (24)

The relations {'?.'.)) and (24) define the search
strategy at LHP. The lowest-mass CP-even state
ran lie searched for using the Rjorken process as
for the Standard lliggs If.snf, but with reduced
sensitivity depending on the value for
.sin~(fi — a). When this reduction is too strong
and the search becomes insensitive, the ZhA cou-
pling proportional to cos(0 — n) takes over and a
search for the associated production Z —* h A be-
comes practjcal. Iu fact, the corresponding width
can be then quite large, up to half a neutrino
species (~ !{ % branching fraction). The searches

for the decays (23) and (24) are therefore com-
plementary.

Other gauge couplings are of interest :

(hhA=ii (CP)
[hAA oc cos20 sin(0 + a) K '

The second relation (25) is experimentally rel-
evant. If m* < mfc/2, then the decay h —» AA
occurs and is dominant in general. This possibil-
ity was never considered in the past because at
tree level in the MSSM m^ > mi,. Radiative
corrections in fact invalidate this relation and
it becomes mandatory to include the possibility
h —* AA in the searches.

Finally the couplings of h and A to fermion
pairs arc specified and depend on a and 0. For
tanfi > 1, they couple mostly to down-type quarks
and charged leptons.

5.3 Charged Higgs starch

The couplings of the charged Higgs bosons to
the gauge bosons arc completely determined and
therefore if they can be kinematically produced,
the Z partial width is :

Y(Z — If+ H-) = 2 ( i - sin2Ow)2 (26)

where /? is the H* velocity.
The couplings of Ht to fermion pairs depends

on Uwft. At large "i;/±, the main decay modes
are H+-* r+vr and H+ -* cs, and for tan0 > 1
the channel T+uT is important with a branching
ratio larger than 30 %.

Searches have been done taking the branching
ratio into r+i/T as a free parameter. All the final
stales have been considered : purely leptonic,
purely hadronic and mixed. The hadronic final
state requires a 4-jet analysis. No evidence for
H± is seen. As an example, Figure 18 gives the
result of the updated DELPHI analysis!53!.

Table 5 summarizes the limits obtained in all
four experiments.

5.4 Model independent search for 2-douhlet neu-
tral lliggs bosons

ALKIMF recently published!30! and presented
updated results!6) at this conference on a search
for the h, A bosons in a 2-doublct theory with
no explicit reference to SUSY. The analysis pro-
ceeds with a study of the canonical processes
Z -v Z'h and Z - hA.

U
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8 TTVV

i

Sum

/TV 2 jets

0A-
Br(H—'hadrons)

Figure IS : 95 % CL lower limit on the mass of
a charged Higgs boson from the analysis of dif-
ferent final states for the process Z —* H+H~ as
obtained by DELPIlP^.

In the case of Z —» Z'h, all the topologies
considered for the Standard Higgs are consid-

ALEPH

GeV/c2

Figure 19 : Model-independent limit on sin2(/ï —
a) obtained by ALEPlP0^ in the search for Higgs
bosons in a 2-doublet scenario, as a function of
the mass of the lightest CP-even stale, h.

!Experiment.

.4/,/7/'//I*'1'-'7'
DELPItIlW1I

OPi-I Li-'8'

m//+limit (GeK)
Br+Vr = 0

41.7
40

36.5
35

772//+limit (GeV)
Br+Vr = 1

45.3
43

42.5
43

Table T) : Lower mass limits on charged Higgs bosons (95% CL) from Z —» H+H

ered and no event is found. Furthermore, when
the decay Ii — AA can take place, the strat-
egy has to be redesigned, especially for smaller
/1 masses with A —* T+T~. According to (23),
an upper limit on sm ! ( / ) - a ) as a function of mfc
is obtained when combining all these searches
(Fig. 19). The domain below 2 Tn11 cannot be
easily excluded in this way because lifetime ef-
fects would have to be carefully examined and
taken into account.

For the second process, Z —• hA, information
can be obtained from the Z width (see section
3) resulting into an upper limit on cos2(f3 — a)
according to (24). For larger masses, the di-
rect production of hA must be investigated in
4-jct, ( T + T~ + hadrons) and AAA final states.
Again, no event, is found and an upper limit on
eo.s2(/3 — a) is obtained.

HotIi limits depend on (m/,,!»^) values : for
convenience, figure 20 gives the limits reached
when »»;i = "M-

It is now possible to combine the limits on
sin2(l3-a) and cos2(/}—ot) which are valid in any
2-Higgs doublet scenario. Clearly, it is possible
to rule out any (7n/,,m^) couple which satisfies
sin2(0 — a)maT + cos2(P — a)max < 1 and there-
fore a model-independent constraint can be ob-
tained in the (mfc.rria) plane. The correspond-
ing excluded domain is shown in figure 21 for
tan/3 > 1.

5.5 Radiative corrections and Higgs bosons in the
MSSM

Supersymmetry imposes strong constraints on
the 6 parameters describing the 2-doublet Higgs
sector. Only 2 are left which can conveniently
be taken as mA and tanfi (or m»,). The choice
nih and m^ is experimentally more appropriate,
but suffers from an ambiguity in tan/3 i.e. given
values for nih and m^ may correspond to two
different values for tanfl.

12



ALEPH

(CieV/c)

Figure 20 : Model-independent limits on cos2(/3—
n) obtain fd by ALEPlfi30^ in the search for IIiggs
bosons in a 2-doublel scenario. The limit is given
here for the mass degenerate case where
mi, = m A.

ALEPH

60 KO
ni,, (GcV)

Figure SI : Excluded domain for the mass of
Ii. A Uiqqs bosons by ALEPIf^ in a model-
independent way using the limits on siii2^ — a)
and eos2(ft — n), for tan ft > 1.

Al. tree, level, iiiMss relations between h, A and
'A establish a pattern which was assumed in the
previous MSSM IIiggs searches. These relations
«•ire .strongly modified by loop corrections involv-
ing tlio / quark and its scalar ( partner'25'. They

yield, for the lightest CP-even state, the simpli-
fied relations (in the notation of Barbieri et al,
A = /» = 0)

m\ = - {m2
A + Jiff +1 - A) (27)

A = [(m2
A+MZ+c)2-4m\M%cos220

and

where the loop correction e is given by

(28)

€ =
2JT Mh sin20

In zh) (29)

Due to the large t quark mass, this correction
can be very important. For nit = 140 GeV and
m,- = 1 TeV

e = (60 GeV/nn0)* (30)

and therefore the mass patterns obtained at the
tree level :

tree level • mh < Mz \cos2p\ < Mz

mh < m*

no longer hold. Figure 22 in fact summarizes the
physical domain for /i, A bosons at tree level (a)
and after radiative corrections (b). It is clear
that the two situations are radically different.

The basic couplings given in (22) and (25) are
not affected by radiative corrections except
through the changes of a. All the cross section
formulae can therefore be taken from lowest or-
der with the proper mass corrections.

5.6 Recent analyses on MSSM Higgs bosons

Results were presented at this conference from
all LEP experiments, taking into account the
new developments on radiative corrections. Com-
paring the different analyses, it appeared quickly
that some of them were at best preliminary, be-
cause they left out some possible scenarios. This
is the case, for instance, for A decay to AA fully
considered by ALEPII, explicitly not treated by
OPAL and not mentionned by DELPHI and L3.

13



60 80
mh(GcV)

60 80
mh(GeV)

m, 90 140 200GeV

Figure 22 : The physical domain for h, A Higgs
boson masses in the MSSM : (a) at tree level,
(b) when lop-dependent 1st order i-adiative cor-
rections are included. The latter figure is drawn
for mt = 140 GeV and m,- = / TeV, and the
dependence of the boundaries on the top quark is
indicated.

Also, different ways of presenting the results
are chosen by the experiments : the (m/i, tan(3)
plane for DELPHI (ALEPH) and the {mh,mA)
plane for ALEPH, L3 and OPAL. The explored
range for the unknown parameters, mt and r?j(-, is
differently treated in the analyses : ALKPH and
DELPHI choose typical values to give their limits
and then examine how the results change when
allowing for a reasonable variation, L.1? (OPAFJ)
give limits taking into account the complete un-

correlated variation of the parameters in the range
90 - 200 GeV for m, and 90(74) - 1000 GeV for
in,-. It is not clear whether the second approach
is totally consistent as some combinations possi-
bly lie outside the range of applicability of the
radiative corrections.

It is somewhat difficult to summarice the sit-
uation at this point. Figures 23, 24, 25 , 28

80

70

60

^ 50

S 40

20

10

ALEPH

10 20 30 40 50 60

m. (GeV/c2)
n

Figure S3 : Excluded domain for the k, A
boson masses in the MSSM scenario Iy
ALEPlP^. Curves A *nd B define model inde-
pendent limits and the light grey «res is excluded
by the theory. The additional region» *re ex-
cluded in the MSSM, the medium •«» *nm thove
the diagonal being ruled out for onlf one of ike
two possible tan/3 values.

present the excluded domains as given by the
experiments. It is not clear why the region close
to the kinematic limit (mh + n»A < Mz) •* not
excluded in the L3 and OPAL analyses. This re-
gion provides a lower limit for m A, as obtained
by ALEPH (20 GeV) and DELPHI (14 GeV)
when mt and m,- are pushed to their largest val-
ues. However this statement requires the ex-
plicit, analysis of the AAA final state, as done by
ALEPH. As for tnh, a lower limit is also
obtained : 43 GeV by ALEPH, 33 GeV by
DELPHI, 37 GeV by L3 and 40 GeV by OPAL

14



(in this latter case, the limit is not absolute and is
only valid for THA > 22 GeV because of
/. - AA).

DELPHI

OPAL

IO

m lop=160

= 1000

2(1 40 60
mAGeV

80 KX)

Figure 24 : Excluded domain in the MSSM by
using the variables m A and tariff.
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Figure 25 : Excluded domain in the MSSM in
the (mh,ntA) plane by &h
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So, despite the huge effect of radiative cor-
rections, it is a fact that the experiments have
retained their sensitivity and consequently the
limit for a light SUSY Higgs boson has hardly
changed. This is shown in figure 27 for the
DELPHI limit.

Figure 26 : Excluded domain in ike MSSM in
ike (mh,mÀ) plane Iy OPAlJM. The rif
(leftmost) plot corresponds to tan0 > 1 (
IJ, respectively.

100CCV

• M q * 300OV

HI) IiO 170

M ^ (GcV/cJ)

Figure 27 : Lower limit for Ike k Higgs boson
mass at 95 % CL in ike MSSM from DELPHt**.

6. Indirect information on Higgs sector

At tree level in the Standard Model, the ft
parameter given in (20) is equal to one for any
number of Higgs doublets. This is verified ex-
perimentally at a few % level, but radiative cor-
rections must be included. Since they depend on
mt and % which are unknown at the moment,
it is not easy to reach a conclusion bearing solely
on the Higgs sector.

However, dominant loop corrections are
quadratic in mi and logarithmic in mjf and by
carefully parametrizing the déviations from the
Standard Model, it is possible to isolate contri-
butions which are relatively more sensitive to the



lliggs mass'31!. Following the pararnetrization of
Alt.arelli and Barbieri, llircc quantities arc de-
fined which can be measured from the basic elec-
troweak observables. Their values in the Stan-
dard Model are :

where s* = sitr0w(Mz2) and c2 = 1 - a2.

If the dominant effect from top is in e\, we see
that C3 is directly sensitive to m//, albeit only
logarithmically.

This fact was already exploited in an analy-
sis published by ALKPIlP2I. From the leptonic
width

Vt =

a value for K was derived

to be compared
value :

* = - ( 1 . 6 ±1.2) HT2

with the Standard

(33)

(34)

Model

0.245

0.24

0.235

0.23

0.225 -

0.22 -

«urn

0.215

MXCL.

79 M i l §2 U I

r. (MtV)

•7

Figure 28 : ALEPH results^ on sin70w (ob-
tained from lepton FB asymmetries, r polarisa-
tion, hadron charge asymmetry and i FB asym-
metry) vs. F/, the leptonic width. Predictions
are given from the Standard Model (ranges in top
and lliggs masses indicated) and from m techni-
colour morfcf 1I.

There is some tendency to indicate a relatively
light Standard Model Higgs, but caution is ';•:
order at this point. Yet more precise data are
needed.

=; ̂ f = .33 ± (.10),o,. ± (.15)M,-,9, (35) 7- Other searches for SUSY particles

where the masses are allowed to vary between 90
and 250 GeV for the top and between 50 and
1000 GeV for the lliggs. The experimental re-
sult, agrees (one standard deviation away) with
the Standard Model but. rejects some other mod-
els for symmetry breaking such as technicolor (at
least in its naive version). This is seen more di-
rectly on figure 28 where «2 (as obtained from
lopt.on and b-quark forward-backward asymme-
try, hadroii charge asymmetry and r polariza-
tion) is plotted against the leptonic partial width.

A similar conclusion'3'1' is reached using all
LKP data, VV mass measurements in a plot of
fa versus c\ (Fig. 2S)).

Iu conclusion, dynamical symmetry breaking
schemes such as tcclmicolour (at least, in their
simplest, realizations) are disfavoured by the data.

The particle content of the MSSM is given in
Table 6. Let us deal now with the particles other
than in the lliggs sector.

Id
s

I
bn

J = I

i

z°

IV*

matter fields ]

J=\

7

Z*, H*
ft*

IV* H*

/

f

J=O

Hm

ft, A

H±

lL, in

Table 0 : Minimum particle content of a su-
persymmetric world arranged in supermultiplets.
Bosonic and fcrmionic components exactly match.
Only the e.lcctrowcak sector is considered.
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Figure 29 : Electroweak measurements confronted
Io the Standard Model prediction.^™! : (a) LEP
results only, (b) results from LEP + Mw + neu-
trino + atomic P-violation experiments.

Scalar leptons are excluded up to 45 CeV —
the kinematic limit, at LKP|[«.23.M-3i (Fig. 30).
The charged fermionic gnugiuos mix and the light-
est one, called Y*, has to be heavier than 45 GeV
from the measurement of Vg. To study charginos
with higher masses, direct searches are necessary.
The recent limits by ALEPIlI6J arc given in figure
•tl for the two expected classes of decay modes
V+ —«• \\V" and \ + —<• £+i't, as a function of the
masses of the lightest neut.ralino \ and of the
scalar neutrino.

The situation for the neutralinos is more com-
plex. As seen from Table (>, four fields will mix
in general to form the four observable physical
states. Let \ be the lightest, (lightest supersym-
metric particle — LSP —• in general) and \' any
of the others. The decay

X-w (36)

• 5 lit 15 2« 25 .W <5 4« 45 • 5 1« 15 2» 25 » » ' 4« 45

Figure 30 : Excluded domain for SUSY scalar
ItJ)Um masses vs the lightest neutralino (\) mass
from ALEPlW.

contributes to \\m, while decays to heavier states

x'x'
(37)

produce specific event topologies because of \'
decays. In general, one expects

(38)

but

X' — XT'
can also happen via loops.

(39)
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IDx* GeV/c1

Figure 31 : Excluded domain for the SUSY char-
iliiio mass i>s. the lightest ncntralino mass or
scalar neutrino mass from AlEPlW. Curves
A arc obtained from the Z width measurements,
while curves B Tamil from direel searches (light
line = pun higgsino case ; heavy line : pure wino
case). Curve C is the limit on mp from Vjnv as-
suming S mass-degenerate scalar neutrinos.

Analyses on ucutralinos have been already pub-
lished by ALEI'll'38) and OrAlJ39J. Update
by ALFPIlM and new analyses by DELPHI^
and L3t21' were presented. The sensitivity on
I lie product of branching ratios — B(Z —* \x')
•H(\' —• \Z*) ~ is in the NT5 - K)-'1 range.
When interpreted in the framework of MSSM at
tree level, it is possible to conclude (Fig. 32) that
for lanfi > 3

Vtx > 20 GeV

V)x- > 45 GeV
(10)

For smaller vaincs of tav0, the lower limit on
Miy falls rapidly and a inasstcss x cannot be ex-
cluded from LKP data. The 20 GeV mass exclu-
sion can be maintained within the MSSM when
LKP data are combined with the limit on the

mass obtained in pp colliders^"'.

8. CoiiipositmiRSS

.S'./ IV/iy ?

Compositeness is regarded as a natural (yet
frustrating) solution to many problems which are
presently unsolved : the fennion mass spectrum,

8 10

8 IO

Figure 32 : 95 % Cl lower limit for the lightest
nculralino \ and the nexl-to-lighltst •%' from neu-
tralino pair production by AlEPIf^, as a func-
tion / /

the mass generation and the large number of ar-
bitrary parameters. The idea is that some simple
underlying structure can explain the quark and
lepton family pattern and also possibly the gauge
boson properties. No real theory exists for the
moment and therefore no practical approach can
be precisely formulated. Worse, as for SUSY to
some extent, we arc still looking for composite-
ness mostly through the observation of new par-
ticles instead of directly explaining the existing
ones. Yet, considering the evolution of our un-
derstanding of the structure of matter over the
last century, it would be foolish no to look ex-
perimentally at this possibility.

So at this stage, we shall mostly search for
new excited fermions (/*), new excited vector
bosons (Z') or scalars, and for new interactions
originating from the constituants.

8.2 Production of excited fermions

Excited fermions can be pair-produced in Z
decays and powerful limits come from the Z* par-
tial widths. From Table 2, it is seen that u* and
d* are excluded up to 45 GeV, C* up to 35 GeV
and v* up to 45 or 40 GeV depending whether it
is of Dirac or Majorana type, respectively. The C
limits can be pushed to 46 GeV'41'44' by search-



ing in (lie corresponding final states

Z _ Ct -» C+1~ 77

ALEPH

(41)

Single production of excited fermions is possi-
ble through an effective interaction

CjI1 - d
v
t.t

=7,Z

+/«c (42)

where A is the conipositeness energy scale. To
high accuracy, the g-2 measurements imply
\c\ = |dj and the absence of electric dipole mo-
ments requires c and d to be relatively real (CP).
Notations in this field are sometimes confusing
and it is probably best to express limits directly

r cY't
in terms of ~r^-

New analyses are presented by ALEPIl'6'
(e',nm,T\i/m,q')t DELPHIl23I (e\ft',T*) and
LSI2'1' (<?'). They are all negative and limits are
given for the corresponding couplings. These re-
sults extend previous limits obtained at PETRA
and TRISTAN to M2 for the -yce' couplings.
The limits on Z couplings provide new infor-
mation. The results for charged leptons (Figs.
33.3-1) show that couplings are bounded

%-*• < 2 - 3 10"" GeV~l (43)
A

DE_DH!
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40 50 60 70 80 90 100
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s to

10
40

(d)

50 60 70 80 90 100

Figure 34 : Limits on e'e-y and tlZ couplings
from ALEPlf® :

(a) e'ey, (V **&,

(c) f,iZ, (d) T'TZ

Figure S3 : Limit on r'cy (deshed line) ande'eZ
(solid line) couplings from DELPHP^. The. co»i-
plings used tornspond to approximately 1.4 c«./A m U l e l j t i r ^
and 2.2 tfe-/A respectively, in the notation of a c h i e v e d f o r > production^.
eq. (42).

in a range of C masses from 45 to 80-90 GeV.
For couplings of order unity, they probe a scale
A > 3 TeK, but of course only if t* states exist
in the LEP mass range. A similar sensitivity is
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S.3 New sciilais : composite lliggs bosons

Ooiupositeness in tlio hosonic sector generally
predicts the existence of scalar slates .S* which
behave like lliggs bosons. They have been looked
for in the process

*
h ail nm s

(44)

by LSl45I recently and by DKLIMI ll'-':j) Tor this
conference. Here photon energy resolution is es-
sential to spot a resonance signal over the smooth
background of liadrons from radiative events. No
evidence is found for a resonant state and the
limits for the corresponding branching ratios are
shown in figures 35,3(5. It is at first glance sur-
prizing that I)KLIMN achieves a better limit than
LIl despite the very different mass resolutions
(0.8 CeV for LS compared to 0 GnV for
DKLPHl). The paradox seems to partly origi-
nate from the very conservai ive method used by
LS collaboration to derive their upper limit.

10

«-•
O

a) Y-eV

b) Y - H+MT

c) Y-* hadrons

10

MR (GcV)

Figure "i5 : The recoil mass spectrum in hard-
radiation events of the. type Z —* 7 V from /,.1I45I

10

IO
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1 10s

CQ
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DELPHI

80

Figure. 36 : 95 % CL limit on lhe branching ratio
Ti —» -y$ whciv S decays into hadrons from £^45)
and DELPHI. The Standard Model Higgspro-
duction is indicated for reference

Therefore, no evidence is seen for a composite
scalar at a level of production about 102 times
larger than the Standard IIiggs boson.

SJ1 New transitions : Z —* 3?

Iu the Standard Model, the decay of the Z into
S photons occurs through loops with a branch-
ing ratio of 1.0 10~!)'46l. Estimate» in compos-
ite models range from 10~4 to smaller values^47!.
Taking an effective interaction

CeJJ = ^ Z11T,,,, Fa0FaP+permutation, (45)

the rate is computed to

V(Z ~ 4 Mz
Mz \ (46)

Kxperiment.ally, non-resonant background is ex-
pected from e+c~ —> 37 with some characteristic
energy and angular peaked distributions.

The experimental distributions agree with QED
( Figure 37) and upper limits on the branching ra-
tio for Z —» S7 are derived and given in
Table 7.



Experiment
ALEPHW

DELPH /'23I
L3'34'

OPALW

37 events
16
2
1

10

limit on W.B(Z -^ 37)
1.3
14.
5.0
3.0

Table! : Vppcr limits (95% C'L) for the branching ratio for Z —* 37

10 20 30 40 SO 60
Energy (G«V}

Figure 37 : Distributions for e+e~ — 37 from
ALEPrf®. The solid histograms are from QED
only, while the dashed histograms show the ex-
pected distribution for a hypothetical decay
2 —» 37 : (a) photon energy, (b) photo angu-
lar distribution with respect to the beam

The present limit translates into a constituant
scale A > 35 GeV. MZ decays to 75, followed
by 5 —» 77 where S is a scalar which could have
escaped if it is weakly coupled to fermions, then
the rate could be enhanced. Limits for A between
35 and GO GeV are found for S masses in the
range 30 to 70 GeV.

9. Lcptoquarks

Leptoquarks are colour-triplet particles cou-
pled to a lepton-quark pair with a Yukawa-type
interaction. They are present in many schemes
beyond the Standard Model : grand unification
models'118), composite models'49', technicolour'50'
and supcrstring—inspired models'51'.

Mass limits have been obtained previously'52'.
Here we report on new searches at LEP and with
UA2. In both cases, leptoquarks are pair-produ-
ced and decay into a lepton and a quark of the
same generation i. Three final states are there-
fore considered

e+e~ -+ A1A,- —» ft/,- + ft/,-

ft/i + q~ii>i (47)

QiVi 4* QiVi

Results from LEP experiments'6-23'53'54' exclude
this kind of leptoquarks for the first and second
generation up to 44 GeV. Figure 38 from L3 show
that the exclusion is complete for any value of the
branching ratios for Ai -* «e and Aj —* Cfi.

The domain excluded by the U A2 experiment'55'
is larger because of the higher centre of mass en-
ergy in qq annihilations. The result for the Ai
search is given in figure 39.

10. Rare Z" decays

W. I Suppressed decay modes

There arc decay channels allowed in the Stan-
dard Model, but strongly suppressed. A signal
for new physics would be an enhancement of one
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of these modes. The case of Z —> 37 was dis-
cussed above in the section on compositeness.

30 34 38 42

Leptoquark Mass (GeV)

30 34 38 42

Leptoquark Mass (GeV)

46

Figure :]{i : Excluded domain, for kptoquarks of
the / ' ' and 2"'1 generations as a function of the.
relevant brandling ratios. Data from fi

UA2

LQ mass (GeV)

Figure 39 : Excluded domain for Ir.ptoquarks of
the Ist generation Ii i/ liA'SriT'\

As an example, the decays into a pseudoscalar
meson and a vector boson have been considered.
As pointed out by .Jacob and \Viif5BJ, these decays
might be enhanced as the result of an anomaly.
They estimated branching rates of order 10""'
for tin" channels Z — ir°f, (;"-,, and ir\V. Later,

some réévaluations were made downwards^ to
5 10~6. Previous calculations^ gave values in
the lu"11 - 1O-10 range.

Searches for Z -+ ir°7 and 77 have been al-
ready reported by the LEP collaborations'59"62K
Updates from all four experiments were reported
at the conference. The search for x'f uses the
e+e~ -* 77 sample (since no experiment can re»
solve the two photons of a 45 GeV x") and looks
for a resonant signal at the Z mass.

A similar treatment is followed for JJ°7, except
in ALBPH where the granularity of the calorime-
ter permits the reconstruction of i/ —• 77. For
the search Z — rW in ALEPH, the W is re-
quired to decay leptonically.

Table 8 summarizes the situation.
Therefore, no enhancement of a suppressed de-

cay is seen at the 10~5 — 10"4 level.
In the same context, a search for the decay

W — it-, was reported by UA2f55'. The Standard
Model branching ratio for this decay is
2.4 10-9I58I. No signal is seen and a 95 % CL
upper limit of 5.4 10~4 is given, slightly larger
than the LEP limits, but of the same order of
magnitude.

10.2 Search for Upton flavour violation

No strong theoretical argument motivates the
conservation of lepton flavour. Massive neutrinos
or extensions of the Standard Model could lead
us to consider flavour—changing neutral currents
and a violation of lepton flavour in Z decays.

The most general interaction for lepton flavour
violation (LFV) between Ieptons Ii and t t63'

=-i gz (48)

+ L •— R terms

where qz = ^—.
cosOw

On one hand, low—energy data from /i and r
decays can probe LFV, but since Jt2 <£ A/J they
are only sensitive to aitR terms. Z decays, on
the other hand are influenced by both a^n and
I'LJI terms and all lop ton combinations can be
explored (Fig. 40).

An excellent limit on the fi—e transition comes
from /1 decays^6"1'

1.0 10- 1 2 (49)



Experiment
ALEPM6I

DELPHI^®
L3™

OPAL™

*°7
9.3
15
24
14

m
4.9
28
35
20

it
22

*W
4.5

Table 8 : Upper limits (95 % CL) for the branching ratios for Z" decays into a psevdoscalar

meson and a vector boson (the values are given in units of 1O~5).

Energy resolution for electrons and muons is
therefore at a premium. Energy spectra are given
in figure 41 from L3^24' : the electron spectrum
from L3 emphasizes the power of good energy

(a) resolution (AE/E ~ 1 %).
The results from all experiments are given in

Table 9, together with the limits extracted from
low-energy decays. The LEP limits achieve com-
parable or better sensitivity on the OL,R terms
than T decays for the e — r and ft — r transitions.
The limits on the bi^n terms are new informa-
tion.

(b)

Figure 40 : Effective leplon—flavour violating in-
teraction : (a) in Z decays, (b) in r decays through
Z exchange.

which would translate into a branching ratio of
2.2 10~" in Z decays, clearly unapproachable
for the moment. LFV limits in r decays in the
channels

•e~e+c , (50)

and similar modes with r —• /i have been ob-
tained by ARGUSt00' and CLECtf65). They arc
at a level of a few 10~5, corresponding to limits
in Z decays also at the 10~5 level.

Hesnlts for the searches Z —> e/j, er, and fir
have boon given'0''. Clearly, the background orig-
inates from the decay Z —• TT where one or both
of the T'S decay leptonically (with 2 or 4 neutri-
nos missing).

11. Conclusions

An impressive list of analyses was presented at
this conference on many topics relevant to new
particle searches and the investigation of new
phenomena. Nothing new was found. But all this
work is not in vain, because our understanding
for new physics directions will improve as many
constraints have now to be taken into account.

Let us summarize the most significant results:

• the Higgs hunt has now started in earnest.
A very significant step was achieved for the
lower limit of the Standard Higgs boson :
the unambiguous pre-LEP limit of
52 MeV is now superseded by the LEP limit
of 57 GeV achieved with 106 Z hadronic de-
cays. This sensitivity has exceeded expecta-
tions : the Higgs Hunter's Guide^ forecast
was a limit of 18 GeV by 1991, while Physics
at LEPA11I predicted limits of
35 GeV with 106 Z's, and 55 GeV with 107.
It is clear that the LEP collaborations have
made a good use of the luminosity delivered
to them !

• 2-Higgs doublet models are strongly cons-
trained. In the MSSM, the lightest CP-even
state must be heavier than 43 GeV, while in-
dependently the CP-odd state must be above
20 GeV.



Experiment

ALP: P aw
DELPlI /I23J

IAp^
OPAlP^

derived from /I,T decays

eft
2.0
14

4.6
6 10"*

CT

12
46
3.9
7.2
10

(IT

10
45
5.6
35
6

Table 9 : Upper limits (95 % CL) on lepton flavour violating Z decays

(branching ratios arc given in units of 10~5)

1.3

24

20

• DaIl

Background MC

2°->«MC

1.05

Figure
lion in
(b) Z

Jl : Search for lepion flavour viola-
Z decays from / ,$2 4 ' : (a) Z —* er,

• the indirect information on the Higgs sector
from precise measurements of electroweak
couplings should be closely monitored. The
data seem to favour a relatively light Higgs
boson but the conclusion is not significant
at this point.

• other SUSY searches have almost run out of
steam at LEPl and activity will resume in
2 years at LEP2.

• despite many searches, no indication is seen
for a composite nature of fermions and of the
Z. In particular, the limit on the Z —* 37
transition is pushed to the 10~5 level, below
naive expectations of composite models.

• Icpton-flavour violation still does not show
up in Z decays. The approach is comple-
mentary to the searches in r decays, with
comparable or better sensitivity.

A factor of 10 should be gained in the Z statis-
tics in the coming two years. We are looking
forward to this new phase of LEP investigations.
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